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Abstract—We consider the problem of elimination of existential
quantifiers from a Boolean CNF formula. Our approach is based
on the following observation. One can get rid of dependency
on a set of variables of a quantified CNF formula F by
adding resolvent clauses ofF eliminating boundary points. This
approach is similar to the method of quantifier elimination
described in [9]. The difference of the method described in the
present paper is twofold:

• branching is performed only on quantified variables,
• an explicit search for boundary points is performed by calls

to a SAT-solver
Although we published the paper [9] before this one, chrono-
logically the method of the present report was developed first.
Preliminary presentations of this method were made in [10],[11].
We postponed a publication of this method due to preparation
of a patent application [8].

I. I NTRODUCTION

In this paper, we are concerned with the problem of elim-
ination of quantified variables from a Boolean CNF formula.
(Since we consider only existential quantifiers, further onwe
omit the word “existential”.) Namely, we solve the follow-
ing problem: given a Boolean CNF formula∃X.F (X,Y ),
find a Boolean CNF formulaF ∗(Y ) such thatF ∗(Y ) ≡
∃X.F (X,Y ). We will refer to this problem as QEP (Quantifier
Elimination Problem). Since QEP is to find a formula, it
is not a decision problem as opposed to the problem of
solving a Quantified Boolean Formula (QBF). QEP occurs in
numerous areas of hardware/software design and verification,
model checking [4], [18] being one of the most prominent
applications of QEP.

A straightforward method of solving QEP for CNF formula
∃X.F (X,Y ) is to eliminate the variables ofX one by one,
in the way it is done in the DP procedure [5]. To delete a
variable xi of X , the DP procedure produces all possible
resolvents on variablexi and adds them toF . An obvious
drawback of such a method is that it generates a prohibitively
large number of clauses. Another set of QEP-solvers employ
the idea of enumerating satisfying assignments of formula
F (X,Y ). Here is how a typical method of this kind works.
First, a CNF formulaF+(Y ) is built such that each clause
C of F+ (called a blocking clause [17]) eliminates a set
of assignments satisfyingF (X,Y ). By negatingF+(Y ) one
obtains a CNF formulaF ∗(Y ) that is a solution to QEP.

Unfortunately,F+ may be exponentially larger thanF ∗.
This occurs, for instance, whenF (X,Y ) = F1(X1, Y1)∧. . .∧
Fk(Xk, Yk) and (Xi ∪ Yi) ∩ (Xj ∪ Yj) = ∅, i 6= j that is
whenF is the conjunction of independent CNF formulasFi.
In this case, one can buildF ∗(Y ) asF ∗

1 ∧ . . . ∧ F ∗
k , where

F ∗
i (Yi) ≡ ∃Xi.Fi(Xi, Yi),i = 1, . . . , k. So the size ofF ∗ is

linear in k whereas that ofF+ is exponentialin k. This fact
implies that QEP-solvers based on enumeration of satisfying
assignmentsare not compositional. (We say that a QEP-solver
is compositional if it reduces the problem of findingF ∗(Y ) to
k independent subproblems of findingF ∗

i (Yi),i = 1, . . . , k.)
Note that in practical applications, it is very important for a
QEP-solver to be compositional. Even ifF does not break
down into independent subformulas, there may be numerous
branches of the search tree where such subformulas appear.

Both kinds of QEP-solvers mentioned above have the same
drawback. A resolution-based QEP-solver can only efficiently
check if a clauseC of F ∗(Y ) is correct i.e. whether it is
implied byF (X,Y ). But how does one know ifF ∗ contains
a sufficientset of correct clauses i.e. whether every assignment
y satisfyingF ∗ can be extended to (x,y) satisfyingF? A non-
deterministicalgorithm does not have to answer this question.
Once a sufficient set of clauses is derived, an oracle stops this
algorithm. But adeterministicalgorithm has no oracle and so
has to decide for itself when it is the right time to terminate.
One way to guarantee the correctness of termination is to
enumerate the satisfying assignments ofF . The problem here
is that then, the size of a deterministic derivation ofF ∗ may
be exponentially larger than that of a non-deterministic one.
(Non-compositionality of QEP-solvers based on enumeration
of satisfying assignments is just a special case of this problem.)

In this paper, we introduce a new termination condition
for QEP that is based on the notion of boundary points. A
complete assignmentp falsifying F (X,Y ) is anX ′-boundary
point whereX ′ ⊆ X if a) every clause ofF falsified byp has
a variable ofX ′ and b) first condition breaks for every proper
subset ofX ′. An X ′-boundary pointp is called removable
if no satisfying assignment ofF can be obtained fromp
by changing values of variables ofX . One can eliminate a
removableX ′-boundary point by adding toF a clauseC that
is implied byF and does not have a variable ofX ′. If for a
set of variablesX ′′ whereX ′′ ⊆ X , formulaF (X,Y ) does
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not have a removableX ′-boundary point whereX ′ ⊆ X ′′,
the variables ofX ′′ are redundantin formula ∃X.F (X,Y ).
This means that every clause with a variable ofX ′′ can be
removed fromF (X,Y ). QEP-solving terminates when the
current formulaF (X,Y ) (consisting of the initial clauses
and resolvents) has no removable boundary points. A solution
F ∗(Y ) to QEP is formed fromF (X,Y ) by discarding every
clause that has a variable ofX .

The new termination condition allows one to address draw-
backs of the QEP-solvers mentioned above. In contrast to the
DP procedure,only resolvents eliminating a boundary point
need to be added. This dramatically reduces the number of
resolvents one has to generate. On the other hand, a solution
F ∗ can be deriveddirectly without enumerating satisfying
assignments ofF . In particular, using the new termination
condition makes a QEP-solver compositional.

To record the fact that all boundary removable points have
been removed from a subspace of the search space, we
introduce the notion of a dependency sequent (D-sequent for
short). Given a CNF formulaF (X,Y ), a D-sequent has the
form (F,X ′, q) → X ′′ where q is a partial assignment to
variables ofX , X ′ ⊆ X , X ′′ ⊆ X . Let Fq denote formula
F after assignmentsq are made. We say that the D-sequent
above holds if

• the variables ofX ′ are redundant inFq,
• the variables ofX ′′ are redundant in the formula obtained

from Fq by discarding every clause containing a variable
of X ′.

The fact that the variables ofX ′ (respectivelyX ′′) are redun-
dant inF means thatF has no removableX∗-boundary point
whereX∗ ⊆ X ′ (respectivelyX∗ ⊆ X ′′). The reason for us-
ing name “D-sequent” is that the validity of(F,X ′, q) → X ′′

suggests interdependency of variables ofq, X ′ andX ′′.
In a sense, the notion of a D-sequent generalizes that

of an implicate of formulaF (X,Y ). Suppose, for instance,
that F → C where C = x1 ∨ x2, x1 ∈ X , x2 ∈ X .
After addingC to F , the D-sequent(F, ∅, q) → X ′ where
q=(x1 = 0, x2 = 0), X ′ = X \ {x1, x2} becomes true. (An
assignment falsifyingC makes the unassigned variables ofF
redundant.) But the opposite is not true. The D-sequent above
may hold even ifF → C does not. (The latter means thatq

can be extended to an assignment satisfyingF ).
We will refer to the method of QEP-solving based on elimi-

nation of boundary points as DDS (Derivation of D-Sequents).
We will refer to the QEP-solver based on the DDS method we
describe in this paper asDDS impl (DDS implementation).
To reflect the progress in elimination of boundary points
of F , DDS impl uses resolution of D-sequents. Suppose D-
sequents(F, ∅, q1) → {x10} and (F, ∅, q2) → {x10} have
been derived whereq1=(x1 =0, x3 = 0) and q2=(x1 = 1,
x4 = 0). Then a new D-sequent(F, ∅, q) → {x10} where
q = (x3=0, x4=0) can be produced from them by resolution
on variablex1. DDS impl terminates as soon as D-sequent
(F, ∅, ∅) → X is derived, which means that the variables of
X are redundant inF (because every removableX ′-boundary

point whereX ′ ⊆ X has been eliminated fromF due to
adding resolvent-clauses).

Our contribution is threefold. First, we formulate a new
method of quantifier elimination based on the notion ofX-
removable boundary points which are a generalization of those
introduced in [14]. One of the advantages of this method is
that it uses a new termination condition. Second, we introduce
the notion of D-sequents and the operation of resolution of D-
sequents. The calculus of D-sequents is meant for building
QEP-solvers based on the semantics of boundary point elimi-
nation. Third, we describe a QEP-solver calledDDS impl and
prove its compositionality. We show that in contrast to a BDD-
based QEP-solver that is compositional only for particular
variable orderings,DDS impl is compositional regardless of
how branching variables are chosen. We give preliminary
experimental results that show the promise of DDS.

This paper is structured as follows. In Section II, we
define the notions related to boundary points. The relation
between boundary points and QEP is discussed in Section III.
Section IV describes how adding/removing clauses affects
the set of boundary points of a formula. D-sequents are
introduced in Section V. Section VI describesDDS impl. The
compositionality ofDDS impl is discussed in Section VII.
Section VIII describes experimental results. Some background
in given in Section IX. Section X summarizes this paper.

II. BASIC DEFINITIONS

Notation: Let F be a CNF formula andC be a clause.
We denote byVars(F ) (respectivelyVars(C)) the set of
variables ofF (respectively ofC). If q is a partial assignment
to Vars(F ), Vars(q) denotes the variables assigned inq.

Notation: In this paper, we consider a quantified CNF for-
mula∃X.F (X,Y ) whereX ∪Y = Vars(F ) andX ∩Y = ∅.

Definition 1: A CNF formula F ∗(Y ) is a solution to
the Quantifier Elimination Problem (QEP) if F ∗(Y ) ≡
∃X.F (X,Y ).

Definition 2: Given a CNF formulaG(Z), a complete as-
signment to the variables ofZ is calleda point.

Definition 3: Let G(Z) be a CNF formula andZ ′ ⊆ Z. A
clauseC of G is called aZ′-clause if Vars(C) ∩ Z ′ 6= ∅.
Otherwise,C is called anon-Z′-clause.

Definition 4: Let G(Z) be a CNF formula andZ ′ ⊆ Z. A
point p is called aZ′-boundary point of G if G(p) = 0 and

1) Every clause ofG falsified byp is aZ ′-clause.
2) Condition 1 breaks for every proper subset ofZ ′.

A Z ′-boundary pointp is at least|Z ′| flips away from a point
p∗, G(p∗) = 1 (if p∗ exists and only variables ofZ ′ are
allowed to be changed), hence the name “boundary”.

Let p be aZ ′-boundary point ofG(Z) whereZ ′ = {z}.
Then every clause ofG falsified byp contains variablez. This
special class of boundary points was introduced in [13], [14].

Definition 5: Point p is called aZ′-removable boundary
point of G(Z) whereZ ′ ⊆ Z if p is a Z ′′-boundary point
whereZ ′′ ⊆ Z ′ and there is a clauseC such that
• p falsifiesC;



• C is a non-Z ′-clause;
• C is implied by the conjunction ofZ ′-clauses ofG.

Adding clauseC to G eliminatesp as aZ ′′-boundary point
(p falsifies clauseC andC has no variables ofZ ′′).

Proposition 1: Point p is a Z ′-removable boundary point
of a CNF formulaG(Z) iff no point p∗ obtained fromp by
changing values of (some) variables ofZ ′ satisfiesG.

The proofs are given in the Appendix.
Example 1:Let CNF formulaG consist of four clauses:

C1 = z1 ∨ z2, C2 = z3 ∨ z4, C3 = z1 ∨ z5, C4 = z3 ∨ z5.
Let p=(z1=0, z2=0, z3=0, z4=0, z5=0). Pointp falsifies
only C1 andC2. Since bothC1 andC2 contain a variable of
Z ′′ = {z1, z3}, p is aZ ′′-boundary point. (Note thatp is also,
for instance, a{z2, z4}-boundary point.) Let us check if point
p is aZ ′-removable boundary point whereZ ′ = {z1, z3, z5}.
One condition of Definition 5 is met:p is a Z ′′-boundary
point, Z ′′ ⊆ Z ′. However, the pointp∗ obtained fromp by
flipping the values ofz1,z3,z5 satisfiesG. So, according to
Proposition 1,p is not aZ ′-removable boundary point (i.e.
the clauseC of Definition 5 does not exist forp).

Definition 6: We will say that a boundary pointp of
F (X,Y ) is just removable if it is X-removable.

Remark 1: Informally, a boundary pointp of F (X,Y ) is
removable only if there exists a clauseC implied by F and
falsified byp such thatVars(C) ⊆ Y . The fact that anX ′′-
boundary pointp is notX ′-removable (whereX ′′ ⊆ X ′) also
means thatp is not removable. The opposite is not true.

III. X -BOUNDARY POINTS AND QUANTIFIER

ELIMINATION

In this section, we relate QEP-solving and boundary points.
First we define the notion of redundant variables in the context
of boundary point elimination (Definition 7). Then we show
that monotone variables are redundant (Proposition 2). Then
we prove that clauses containing variables ofX ′, X ′ ⊆ X
can be removed from formula∃X.F (X,Y ) if and only if the
variables ofX ′ are redundant inF (Proposition 3).

Definition 7: Let F (X,Y ) be a CNF formula andX ′ ⊆ X .
We will say that the variables ofX ′ areredundant in F if F
has no removableX ′′-boundary point whereX ′′ ⊆ X .

Proposition 2: Let G(Z) be a CNF formula andz be a
monotone variable ofF . (That is clauses ofG contain the
literal of z of only one polarity.) Thenz is redundant inG.

Definition 8: Let F (X,Y ) be a CNF formula. Denote by
Dis(F,X′) whereX ′ ⊆ X the CNF formula obtained from
F (X,Y ) by discarding allX ′-clauses.

Proposition 3: Let F (X,Y ) be a CNF formula andX ′ be
a subset ofX . Then∃X.F (X,Y ) ≡ ∃(X \X ′).Dis(F,X ′)
iff the variables ofX ′ are redundant inF .

Corollary 1: Let F (X,Y ) be a CNF formula. Let
F ∗(Y ) = Dis(F,X). ThenF ∗(Y ) ≡ ∃X.F (X,Y ) holds iff
the variables ofX are redundant inF .

IV. A PPEARANCE OFBOUNDARY POINTS WHEN

ADDING/REMOVING CLAUSES

In this section, we give two theorems later used in Proposi-
tion 8 (about D-sequents built byDDS impl). They describe

the type of clauses one can add to (or remove from)G(Z)
without creating a new{z}-removable boundary point where
z ∈ Z.

Proposition 4: Let G(Z) be a CNF formula. LetG have
no {z}-removable boundary points. LetC be a clause. Then
the formulaG ∧ C does not have a{z}-removable bound-
ary point if at least one of the following conditions hold:
a) C is implied byG; b) z /∈ Vars(C).

Proposition 5: Let G(Z) be a CNF formula. LetG have
no {z}-removable boundary points. LetC be a{z}-clause of
G. Then the CNF formulaG′ whereG′ = G \ {C} does not
have a{z}-removable boundary point.

Remark 2:According to Propositions 4 and 5, adding
clauseC to a CNF formulaG or removingC from G may
produce a new{z}-removable boundary point only if:

• one adds toG a {z}-clauseC that is not implied byG or
• one removes fromG a clauseC that is not a{z}-clause.

V. DEPENDENCYSEQUENTS(D-SEQUENTS)

A. General Definitions and Properties

In this subsection, we introduce D-sequents (Definition 10)
and resolution of D-sequents (Definition 12). Proposition 6
states that a D-sequent remains true if resolvent-clauses are
added toF . The soundness of resolving D-sequents is shown
in Proposition 7.

Definition 9: Let F be a CNF formula andq be a partial
assignment toVars(F ). Denote byFq the CNF formula
obtained fromF by

• removing the literals of (unsatisfied) clauses ofF that
are set to 0 byq,

• removing the clauses ofF satisfied byq,

Definition 10: Let F (X,Y ) be a CNF formula. Letq be a
partial assignment to variables ofX andX ′ andX ′′ be subsets
of X such thatVars(q), X ′, X ′′ do not overlap. A dependency
sequent (D-sequent) S has the form(F,X ′, q) → X ′′. We
will say thatS holds if

• the variables ofX ′ are redundant inFq (see Definition 9),
• the variables ofX ′′ are redundant inDis(Fq , X

′) (see
Definition 8).

Example 2:Let CNF formula F (X,Y ) where X =
{x1, x2}, Y = {y1, y2} consist of two clauses:C1 = x1 ∨ y1
andC2 = x1 ∨ x2 ∨ y2. Note that variablex2 is monotone
and hence redundant inF (due to Proposition 2). After
discarding the clauseC2 (containing the redundant variable
x2), variable x1 becomes redundant. Hence, the D-sequent
(F, {x2}, ∅)→ {x1} holds.

Proposition 6: Let F+(X,Y ) be a CNF formula obtained
from F (X,Y ) by adding some resolvents of clauses ofF .
Let q be a partial assignment to variables ofX andX ′ ⊆ X .
Then the fact that D-sequent(F,X ′, q) → X ′′ holds implies
that (F+, X ′, q) → X ′′ holds too. The opposite is not true.

Definition 11: Let F (X,Y ) be a CNF formula andq′, q′′

be partial assignments toX . LetVars(q′) ∩Vars(q′′) contain
exactly one variablex for which q′ andq′′ have the opposite
values. Then the partial assignmentq such that



• Vars(q) = ((Vars(q′) ∪ Vars(q′′)) \ {x},
• the value of each variablex∗ of Vars(q) is equal to that

of x∗ in Vars(q′) ∪ Vars(q′′).

is denoted asRes(q′,q′′,x) and calledthe resolvent ofq′,q′′

on x. Assignmentsq′ andq′′ are called resolvable onx.
Proposition 7: Let F (X,Y ) be a CNF formula. Let D-

sequentsS1 and S2 be equal to (F,X1, q1) → X ′ and
(F,X2, q2) → X ′ respectively. Letq1 and q2 be resolv-
able on variablex. Denote by q the partial assignment
Res(q1,q2,x) and byX∗ the setX1∩X2. Then, ifS1 andS2

hold, the D-sequentS equal to(F,X∗, q) → X ′ holds too.
Definition 12: We will say that the D-sequentS of Propo-

sition 7 is produced byresolving D-sequentsS1 and S2 on
variablex. S is called the resolvent ofS1 andS2 on x.

B. Derivation of D-sequents in DDSimpl

In this subsection, we discuss generation of D-sequents in
DDS impl (see Section VI).DDS impl builds a search tree by
branching on variables ofX of F (X,Y ).

Definition 13: Let q1 and q2 be partial assignments to
variables ofX . We will denote byq1 ≤ q2 the fact that
a) Vars(q1) ⊆ Vars(q2) and b) every variable ofVars(q1)
is assigned inq1 exactly as inq2.

Let q be the current partial assignment to variables ofX
andXred be the unassigned variables proved redundant inFq.
DDS impl generates a new D-sequent a) by resolving two
existing D-sequents or b) if one of the conditions below is
true.

1) A (locally) empty clause appears inDis(Fq , Xred).
Suppose, for example, thatF contains clauseC = x1 ∨
x5 ∨ x7. Assume that assignments(x1 = 0, x5 = 1) are
made turningC into the unit clausex7. Assignmentx7 = 0
makesC an empty clause and so eliminates all boundary
points of Dis(Fq, Xred). So DDS impl builds D-sequent
(F, ∅, g) → X ′ whereg = (x1=0, x5=1, x7=0) andX ′ is
the set of unassigned variables ofDis(Fq, Xred) that are not
in Xred .

2) Dis(Fq, Xred) has only one variablex of X that is not
assigned and is not redundant. In this case,DDS impl makesx
redundant by adding resolvents on variablex and then builds
D-sequent(F,X ′

red , g) → {x} whereX ′
red ⊆ Xred , g ≤ q

andX ′
red andg are defined in Proposition 8 below (see also

Remark 3).
3) A monotone variable x appears in formula

Dis(Fq, Xred). Then DDS impl builds D-sequent
(F,X ′

red , g) → {x} where X ′
red ⊆ Xred , g ≤ q and

X ′
red andg are defined in Proposition 8 (see Remark 4).
Proposition 8 and Remark 3 below explain how to pick

a subset of assignments of the current partial assignmentq

responsible for the fact that a variablex is redundant in
branchq. This is similar to picking a subset of assignments
responsible for a conflict in SAT-solving.

Proposition 8: Let F (X,Y ) be a CNF formula andq be a
partial assignment to variables ofX . LetXred be the variables
proved redundant inFq. Let x be the only variable ofX that
is not inVars(q)∪Xred . Let D-sequent(F,Xred , q) → {x}

hold. Then D-sequent(F,X ′
red , g) → {x} holds whereg and

X ′
red are defined as follows. Partial assignmentg to variables

of X satisfies the two conditions below (implying thatg ≤ q):

1) LetC be a{x}-clause ofF that is not inDis(Fq , Xred).
Then either

• g contains an assignment satisfyingC or
• D-sequent (F,X∗

red , g
∗) → {x∗} holds where

g∗ ≤ g, X∗
red ⊂ Xred , x∗ ∈ (Xred ∩ Vars(C)).

2) Let p1 be a point such thatq ≤ p1. Let p1 falsify a
clause ofF with literal x. Let p2 be obtained fromp1

by flipping the value ofx and falsify a clause ofF with
literal x. Then there is a non-{x}-clauseC of F falsified
by p1 andp2 such that(Vars(C) ∩X) ⊆ Vars(g).

The setX ′
red consists of all the variables already proved

redundant inFg. That is every redundant variablex∗ of Xred

with D-sequent(F,X∗
red , g

∗) → {x∗} such thatg∗ ≤ g,
X∗

red ⊂ Xred is in X ′
red .

Remark 3:When backtracking (and making new assign-
ments) formulaDis(Fq , Xred) changes. Partial assignmentg

is formed so as to prevent the changes that may produce new
{x}-boundary points. According to Remark 2, this may occur
only in two cases.

The first case is adding an{x}-clauseC to Dis(Fq , Xred).
This may happen after backtracking ifC was satisfied or
contained a redundant variable. Condition 1 of Proposition8
makesg contain assignments that preventC from appearing.

The second case is removing a non-{x}-clauseC from
Dis(Fq, Xred). This may happen ifC contains a literal falsi-
fied by an assignment inq and then this assignment is flipped.
Condition 2 of Proposition 8 makesg contain assignments
guaranteeing that a “mandatory” set of clauses preventing
appearance of new{x}-boundary points is present when D-
sequent(F,X ′

red , g) → {x} is used.
Remark 4: If x is monotone, Condition 2 of Proposition 8

is vacuously true becausep1 or p2 does not exist. So one can
drop the requirement of Proposition 8 aboutx being the only
variable ofX that is not inVars(q) ∪Xred . (It is used only
when proving that the contribution of non-{x}-clauses into
g specified by Condition 2 is correct. But ifx is monotone
non-{x}-clauses are not used when formingg.)

C. Notation Simplification for D-sequents of DDSimpl

In the description ofDDS impl we will use the notation
g → X ′′ instead of(F,X ′, g) → X ′′. We do this for two
reasons. First, according to Proposition 6, in any D-sequent
(Fearlier , X

′, g)→ X ′′, one can replaceFearlier with Fcurrent

where the latter is obtained from the former by adding some
resolvent-clauses. Second, wheneverDDS impl derives a new
D-sequent,X ′ is the setXred of all unassigned variables of
Fq already proved redundant. So when we say thatg → X ′′

holds we mean that(F,X ′, g) → X ′′ does whereF is the
current formula (i.e. the latest version ofF ) andX ′ is Xred .



VI. D ESCRIPTION OFDDS impl

A. Search tree

DDS impl branches on variables ofX of F (X,Y ) building
a search tree. The current path of the search tree is specifiedby
partial assignmentq. DDS impl does not branch on variables
proved redundant for currentq. Backtracking to the root of the
search tree means derivation of D-sequent∅ → X (here we
use the simplified notation of D-sequents, see Subsection V-C).
At this point, DDS impl terminates. We will denote the last
variable assigned inq asLast (q).

Let x be a branching variable.DDS impl maintains the
notion of left and right branches corresponding to the first
and second assignment tox respectively. (In the modern SAT-
solvers, the second assignment to a branching variablex is
implied by a clauseC derived in the left branch ofx where
C is empty in the left branch. A QEP-solver usually deals
with satisfiable formulas. If the left branch ofx contains a
satisfying assignment, clauseC above does not exist.)

Although DDS impl distinguishes between decision and
implied assignments (and employs BCP procedure), no notion
of decision levels is used. When an assignment (decision or
implied) is made to a variable, the depth of the current path
increases by one and a new node of the search tree is created
at the new depth. The current version ofDDS impl maintains
a single search tree (no restarts are used).

B. Leaf Condition, Active D-sequents, Branch Flipping

Every assignment made byDDS impl is added toq. The
formula DDS impl operates on isDis(Fq , Xred). When a
monotone variablex appears inDis(Fq , Xred), it is added
to the setXred of redundant variables ofFq and the{x}-
clauses are removed fromDis(Fq , Xred). For every variable
x′ of Xred there is one D-sequentg → {x′} whereg ≤ q.
We will call such a D-sequentactive. (Partial assignmentg is
in general different for different variables ofXred .) Let Dact

seq

denote the current set of active D-sequents.
DDS impl keeps adding assignments toq until every vari-

able ofF is either assigned (i.e. inVars(q)) or redundant (i.e.
in Xred ). We will refer to this situation asthe leaf condition.
The appearance of an empty clause inDis(Fq , Xred) is one
of the cases where the leaf condition holds.

If DDS impl is in the left branch ofx (wherex = Last (q))
when the leaf condition occurs,DDS impl starts the right
branch by flipping the value ofx. For every variablex′ of
Xred , DDS impl checks ifg of D-sequentg → {x′} contains
an assignment tox. If it does, then this D-sequent is not true
any more. Variablex′ is removed fromXred andg → {x′} is
removed fromDact

seq and added to the setD inact
seq of inactive D-

sequents. Every{x′}-clauseC discarded fromDis(Fq , Xred)
due to redundancy ofx′ is recovered (unlessC contains a
variable that is still inXred).

C. Merging Results of Left and Right Branches

If DDS impl is in the right branch ofx (wherex = Last (q))
when the leaf condition occurs, thenDDS impl does the

following. First DDS impl unassignsx. Then DDS impl ex-
amines the list of variables removed fromXred after flipping
the value of x. Let x′ be such a variable andSleft and
Sright be the D-sequents ofx′ that were active in the left
and right branch respectively. (CurrentlySleft is in D inact

seq ).
If Sright does not depend onx, then Sleft is just removed
fromD inact

seq andSright remains in the set of active D-sequents
Dact

seq . Otherwise,Sleft is resolved withSright onx. ThenSleft

and Sright are removed fromD inact
seq and Dact

seq respectively,
and the resolvent is added toDact

seq and becomes a new active
D-sequent ofx′.

Then DDS impl makes variablex itself redundant. (At
this point every variable ofX but x is either assigned
or redundant.) To this end,DDS impl eliminates all {x}-
removable boundary points fromDis(Fq, Xred) by adding
some resolvents on variablex. This is done as follows. First,
a CNFH is formed fromDis(Fq, Xred) by removing all the
{x}-clauses and adding a set of “directing” clausesHdir . The
latter is satisfied by an assignmentp iff at least one clauseC′

of Dis(Fq , Xred) with literal x and one clauseC′′ with literal
x is falsified byp. (How Hdir is built is described in [12].)
The satisfiability ofH is checked by calling a SAT-solver. If
H is satisfied by an assignmentp, then the latter is an{x}-
removable boundary point ofDis(Fq, Xred). It is eliminated
by adding a resolventC on x to Dis(Fq , Xred). (ClauseC is
also added toH). Otherwise, the SAT-solver returns a proof
Proof thatH is unsatisfiable.

Finally, a D-sequentg → {x′} is generated satisfying the
conditions of Proposition 8. To makeg satisfy the second
condition of Proposition 8,DDS impl uses Proof above.
Namely, every assignment falsifying a literal of a clause of
Dis(Fq, Xred) used inProof is included ing.

D. Pseudocode of DDSimpl

The main loop of DDS impl is shown in Figure 1.
DDS impl can be in one of the six states listed in Fig-
ure 1.DDS impl terminates when it reaches the stateFinish.
Otherwise,DDS impl calls the procedure corresponding to
the current state. This procedure performs some actions and
returns the next state ofDDS impl.

DDS impl starts in theBCP state in which it runs thebcp
procedure (Figure 3). LetC be a unit clause ofDis(Fq, Xred)
whereVars(C) ⊆ X . As we mentioned in Subsection V-B,
DDS impl adds D-sequentg → X ′′ to Dact

seq whereX ′′ =
X \ (Vars(q) ∪ Xred) and g is the minimal assignment
falsifying C. This D-sequent corresponds to the (left) branch
of the search tree. In this branch, the only literal ofC is
falsified, which makes the leaf condition true.

If a conflict occurs during BCP,DDS impl switches to the
stateConflict and calls a procedure that generates a conflict
clauseCcnfl (Figure 5). ThenDDS impl backtracks to the first
node of the search tree at whichCcnfl becomes unit.

If BCP does not lead to a conflict,DDS impl switches to the
stateDecision Makingand calls a decision making procedure
(Figure 2). This procedure first looks for monotone variables.
(Xmon of Figure 2 denotes the set of new monotone variables.)



If after processing monotone variables every unassigned vari-
able is redundantDDS impl switches to theBacktrackingstate
(and calls thebacktrackprocedure, see Figure 6). Otherwise,
a new assignment is made and added toq.

If DDS impl backtracks to the right branch ofx (where
x may be an implied or a decision variable), it switches to
the state BPE (Boundary Point Elimination) and calls thebpe
procedure (Figure 4). This procedure merges results of leftand
right branches as described in Subsection VI-C.

E. Example

Example 3:Let F (X,Y ) consist of clauses:C1 = x1 ∨ y1,
C2 = x1 ∨ x2 ∨ y2, C3 = x1 ∨ x2 ∨ y3. Let us consider how
DDS impl builds formulaF ∗(Y ) equivalent to∃X.F (X,Y ).
Originally, q, Xred , Dact

seq , D inact
seq are empty. SinceF does

not have a unit clause,DDS impl switches to the stateDeci-
sion Making. SupposeDDS impl picksx1 for branching and
first makes assignmentx1 = 0. At this point,q = (x1 = 0),
clauseC2 is satisfied andFq = y1 ∧ (x2 ∨ y3).

Before making next decision,DDS impl processes the
monotone variablex2. First the D-sequentg → {x2} is de-
rived and added toDact

seq whereg = (x1 = 0). (The appearance
of the assignment(x1 = 0) in g is due to Proposition 8.
According to Condition 1,g has to contain assignments that
keep satisfied or redundant the{x2}- clauses that are not
currently in Fq. The only {x2}-clause that is not inFq is
C2. It is satisfied by(x1 = 0).) Variablex2 is added toXred

and clausex2∨y3 is removed fromFq as containing redundant
variablex2. SoDis(Fq, Xred) = y1.

SinceX has no variables to branch on (the leaf condition),
DDS impl backtracks to the last assignmentx1=0 and starts
the right branch ofx1. Soq = (x1=1). Since the D-sequent
(x1 = 0)→ {x2} is not valid now, it is moved fromDact

seq to
D inact

seq . Sincex2 is not redundant anymore it is removed from
Xred and the clauseC2 is recovered inFq which is currently
equal tox2 ∨ y2 (becauseC1 andC3 are satisfied byq).

Sincex2 is monotone again, D-sequent(x1 = 1) → {x2}
is derived,x2 is added toXred andC2 is removed fromFq.
So Dis(Fq, Xred) = ∅. At this point DDS impl backtracks
to the right branch ofx1 and switches to the stateBPE.

In the BPE state,x1 is unassigned.C1 satisfied by as-
signmentx1 = 1 is recovered.C2 and C3 (removed due
to redundancy ofx2) are not recovered. The reason is that
redundancy ofx2 has been proved in both branches ofx1. So
x2 stays redundant due to generation of D-sequent∅ → {x2}
obtained by resolving D-sequents(x1 = 0) → {x2} and
(x1 = 1)→ {x2} on x1. SoDis(Fq , Xred) = C1. D-sequent
∅ → {x2} replaces(x1 = 1) → {x2} in Dact

seq . D-sequent
(x1 = 0)→ {x2} is removed fromD inact

seq .
Then DDS impl is supposed to makex1 redundant by

adding resolvents onx1 that eliminate {x1}-removable
boundary points ofDis(Fq, Xred). Since x1 is monotone
in Dis(Fq, Xred) it is already redundant. So D-sequent
∅ → {x1} is derived andx1 is added toXred . Sinceq is cur-
rently empty,DDS impl terminates returning an empty set of
clauses as a CNF formulaF ∗(Y ) equivalent to∃X.F (X,Y ).

// GivenF (X,Y ), DDS impl returnsF ∗(Y )
// such thatF ∗(Y ) ≡ ∃X.F (X,Y )
// q is a partial assignment to vars ofX
// States ofDDS impl areFinish, BCP, BPE,
// Decision Making, Conflict, Backtracking

DDS impl (F,X, Y )
{while (True)

if (state== Finish)
return(Dis(F,X));

if (state== Non Finish State)
{state= state procedure(q,other params);
continue;}}

Fig. 1. Main loop of DDSimpl

decision making(q, F,X,Xred ,D
act
seq )

{(Xmon ,D
act
seq (Xmon))← find monot vars(F,X);

Dact
seq = Dact

seq (Xred) ∪Dact
seq (Xmon);

Xred = Xred ∪Xmon ;
if (X == Xred ∪ Vars(q))

if (Vars(q) == ∅) return(Finish);
else return(Backtracking);

F = Dis(F,Xmon);
assgn(x)← pick assgn(F,X);
q′ = q ∪ assgn(x);
return(BCP);}

Fig. 2. Pseudocode of the decisionmaking procedure

Proposition 9: DDSimpl is sound and complete.

VII. C OMPOSITIONALITY OF DDS impl

Let F (X,Y ) = F1(X1, Y1) ∧ . . . ∧ Fk(Xk, Yk) where
(Xi ∪ Yi) ∩ (Xj ∪ Yj) = ∅, i 6= j. As we mentioned in the
introduction, the formulaF ∗(Y ) equivalent to∃X.F (X,Y )
can be built asF ∗

1 ∧. . .∧F
∗
k whereF ∗

i (Yi) ≡ ∃Xi.Fi(Xi, Yi).
We will say that a QEP-solver iscompositional if it reduces

the problem of findingF ∗ to k independent subproblems of

bcp(q, F, Cunsat )
{(answer , F, q, Cunsat ,D

act
seq )← run bcp(q, F );

if (answer == unsat clause) return(Conflict);
else return(Decision Making);}

Fig. 3. Pseudocode of the bcp procedure

bpe(q, F,Xred ,D
act
seq ,D inact

seq )
{x = Last (q);
(q, F )← unassign(q, F, x);
(F,Proof )← elim bnd pnts(F, x);
optimize(Proof );
(Dact

seq ,D inact
seq )← resolve(Dact

seq ,D inact
seq , x);

Dact
seq ({x}) = gen Dsequent(q,Proof );

Dact
seq = Dact

seq (Xred) ∪Dact
seq ({x});

Xred = Xred ∪ {x};
F = Dis(F, {x});
if (Vars(q) == ∅) return(Finish);
else return(Backtracking);}

Fig. 4. Pseudocode of the bpe procedure



cnfl processing(q, F, Cunsat )
{(q, F, Ccnfl )← gen cnfl clause(q, F, Cunsat );
F = F ∪ Ccnfl ;
if (Ccnfl == ∅) return(Finish);
x = Last (q);
if ( left branch(x)) return(BCP);
else return(BPE);}

Fig. 5. Pseudocode of the cnflprocessing procedure

backtrack(q, F,Xred ,D
act
seq ,D inact

seq )
{x = Last(q);
if (right branch(x)) return(BPE);
q = flip assignment(q, x);
X ′ = find affected red vars(Dact

seq (Xred), x);
Dact

seq = Dact
seq (Xred) \Dact

seq (X ′);
D inact

seq = D inact
seq (Xred) ∪Dact

seq (X ′);
Xred = Xred \X ′;
F = recover clauses(F,X ′);
return(BCP);}

Fig. 6. Pseudocode of the backtrack procedure

building F ∗
i . The DP-procedure [5] is compositional (clauses

of Fi and Fj , i 6= j cannot be resolved with each other).
However, it may generate a huge number of redundant clauses.
A QEP-solver based on enumeration of satisfying assignments
is not compositional. (The number of blocking clauses, i.e.
clauses eliminating satisfying assignments ofF , is exponential
in k). A QEP-solver based on BDDs [3] is compositional but
only for variable orderings where variables ofFi andFj , i 6= j
do not interleave.

Proposition 10: DDSimpl is compositionalregardlessof
how branching variables are chosen.

The fact that DDS impl is compositional regardless of
branching choices is important in practice. SupposeF (X,Y )
does not have independent subformulas but such subformulas
appear in branches of the search tree. A BDD-based QEP-
solver may not be able to handle this case because a BDD
maintains oneglobal variable order (and different branches
may require different variable orders).DDS impl does not
have such a limitation. It willautomaticallyuse its compo-
sitionality whenever independent subformulas appear.

VIII. E XPERIMENTAL RESULTS

TABLE I
RESULTS FOR THE SUM-OF-COUNTERS EXPERIMENT

#bits #coun- #state Enum- Inter- Inter- DDS DDS
ters vars SA pol. pol. impl impl

(s.) Pico. Mini. rand. (s.)
(s.) (s.) (s.)

3 5 15 12.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
4 20 80 ∗ 0.4 0.1 0.5 0.4
5 40 200 ∗ 42 26 7 5
6 80 480 ∗ ∗ ∗ 101 67

Instances marked with ’∗’ exceeded the time limit (2 hours).

In this section, we give results of some experiments
with an implementation ofDDS impl. The objectives of our

TABLE II
EXPERIMENTS WITH MODEL CHECKING FORMULAS

model che- DP EnumSA DDS impl
king mode solved time solved time solved time

(%) (s.) (%) (s.) (%) (s.)
forward 416 (54%) 664 425 (56%) 466 531 (70%) 3,143
backward 47 (6%) 13 97 (12%) 143 559 (73%) 690

The time limit is 1 min.

experiments were a) to emphasize the compositionality of
DDS impl; b) to compareDDS impl with a QEP-solver based
on enumeration of satisfying assignments. As a such QEP-
solver we used an implementation of the algorithm recently
introduced at CAV-11 [2] (courtesy of Andy King). (We
will refer to this QEP-solver asEnumSA). For the sake of
completeness we also comparedDDS impl andEnumSAwith
our implementation of the DP procedure.

Our current implementation ofDDS impl is not particularly
well optimized yet and written just to satisfy the two objectives
above. For example, to simplify the code, the SAT-solver
employed to find boundary points does not use fast BCP
(watched literals). More importantly, the current versionof
DDS impl lacks important features that should have a dramatic
impact on its performance. For example, to simplify memory
management,DDS impl does not currentlyreuseD-sequents.
As soon as two D-sequents are resolved (to produce a new
D-sequent) they are discarded.

To verify the correctness of results ofDDS impl we used
two approaches. If an instance∃X.F (X,Y ) was solved by
EnumSAwe simply checked the CNF formulasF ∗(Y ) pro-
duced byDDS impl andEnumSAfor equivalence. Otherwise,
we applied a two-step procedure. First, we checked that every
clause ofF ∗ was implied byF . Second, we did random testing
to see if F ∗ missed some clauses. Namely, we randomly
generated assignmentsy satisfying F ∗. For every y we
checked if it could be extended to (x,y) satisfyingF . (If no
such extension exists, thenF ∗ is incorrect.)

In the first experiment (Table I), we considered a circuit
N of k independentm-bit counters. Each counter had an
independent input variable. The property we checked (further
referred to asξ) wasNum(Cnt1) + . . .+ Num(Cntk) < R.
HereNum(Cnt i) is the number specified by the outputs ofi-
th counter andR is a constant equal tok∗(2m−1)+1. Since,
the maximum number that appears at the outputs of a counter
is 2m−1, propertyξ holds. Since the counters are independent
of each other, the state space ofN is the Cartesian product of
the k state spaces of individual counters. However, property
ξ itself is not compositional (one cannot verify it by solving
k-independent subproblems), which makes verification harder.

The first two columns of Table I give the value ofm and
k of four circuitsN . The third column specifies the number
of state variables (equal tom ∗ k). In this experiment, we
applied EnumSAand DDS impl to verify propertyξ using
forward model checking. In either case, the QEP-solver was
used to compute CNF formulaRS ∗(Snext ) specifying the
next set of reachable states. It was obtained from formula
∃Scurr∃X.Tr(Scurr , Snext , X) ∧ RSp(Scurr ) by quantifier



elimination. HereTr is a CNF formula representing the transi-
tion relation andRSp(Scurr ) specifies the set of states reached
in p iterations.RS p+1(Scurr ) was computed as a CNF formula
equivalent toRS p(Scurr ) ∨ RS ∗(Scurr ).

We also estimated the complexity of verifying the examples
of Table I by interpolation [16]. Namely, we usedPicosat 913
and Minisat 2.0 for finding a proof thatξ holds for 2m−1

iterations (the diameter of circuitsN of Table I is 2m, m =
3, 4, 5, 6). Such a proof is used in the method of [16] to extract
an interpolant. So, in Table I, we give only the time necessary
to find the first interpolant.

Table I shows thatEnumSAdoes not scale well (the number
of blocking clauses one has to generate for the formulas of
Table I is exponential in the number of counters). Computation
of interpolants scales much better, butPicosat and Minisat
failed to compute a proof for the largest example in 2 hours.

The last two columns of Table I give the performance of
DDS impl when branching variables were chosen randomly
(next to last column) and heuristically (last column). In either
case,DDS impl shows good scalability explained by the fact
that DDS impl is compositional. Moreover, the fact that the
choice of branching variables is not particularly important
means thatDDS impl has a “stronger” compositionality than
BDD-based QEP-solvers. The latter are compositional only for
particular variable orderings.

In second and third experiments (Table II) we used the 758
model checking benchmarks of HWMCC’10 competition [19].
In the second experiment, (the first line of Table II) we used
DP, EnumSAand DDS impl to compute the set of states
reachable in the first transition. In this case one needs to
find CNF formulaF ∗(Y ) equivalent to∃X.F (X,Y ) where
F (X,Y ) specifies the transition relation and the initial state.
ThenF ∗(Y ) gives the set of states reachable in one transition.

In the third experiment, (the second line of Table II) we
used the same benchmarks to compute the set of bad states
in backward model checking. In this case, formulaF (X,Y )
specifies the output function and the property (whereY is
the set of variables describing the current state). IfF (X,Y )
evaluates to 1 for some assignment (x,y) to X ∪ Y , the
property is broken and the state specified byy is “bad”. The
formulaF ∗(Y ) equivalent to∃X.F (X,Y ) specifies the set of
bad states.

Table II shows the number of benchmarks solved by
each program and the percentage of this number to 758.
Besides the time taken by each program for thesolved
benchmarks is shown.DDS impl solved more benchmarks
than EnumSAand DP in forward model checking and dra-
matically more benchmarks in the backward model checking.
DDS impl needed more time thanDP and EnumSAbecause
typically the benchmarks solved only byDDS impl were the
most time consuming.

IX. BACKGROUND

The notion of boundary points was introduced in [13].
for pruning the search tree (in the context of SAT-solving).
The relation between a resolution proof and the process of

elimination of boundary points was discussed in [14], [12].
The previous papers considered only the notion of{z}-
boundary of formulaG(Z) where z is a variable ofZ. In
the present paper, we considerZ ′-boundary points whereZ ′

is an arbitrary subset ofZ. (This extension is not trivial and
at the same time crucial for the introduction of D-sequents.)

The idea of a QEP-solver based on enumerating satisfying
assignments was introduced in [17]. It has been further devel-
oped in [15], [7], [2]. In [16] it was shown how one can avoid
QEP-solving in reachability analysis by building interpolants.
Although, this direction is very promising, interpolationbased
methods have to overcome the following problem. In the
current implementations, interpolants are extracted fromreso-
lution proofs. Unfortunately, modern SAT-solvers are still not
good enough to take into account the high-level structure of
a formula. (An example of that is given in Section VIII.)
So proofs they find and the interpolants extracted from those
proofs may have poor quality.

Note that our notion of redundancy of variables is different
from observability related notions of redundancy. For instance,
in contrast to the notion of careset [6], if a CNF formula
G(Z) is satisfiable,all the variables ofZ are redundant in the
formula ∃Z.G(Z) according to our definition. (G may have
a lot of boundary points, but none of them is removable. So
∃Z.G(Z) is equivalent to an empty CNF formula. Of course,
to prove the variables ofZ redundant, one has to derive D-
sequent∅ → Z.)

X. CONCLUSION

We present a new method for eliminating existential quanti-
fiers from a Boolean CNF formula∃X.F (X,Y ). The essence
of this method is to add resolvent clauses toF and record
the decreasing dependency on variables ofX by dependency
sequents (D-sequents). An algorithm based on this method
(called DDS, Derivation of D-Sequents) terminates when it
derives the D-sequent saying that the variables ofX are
redundant. Using this termination condition may lead to a
significant performance improvement in comparison to the
algorithms based on enumerating satisfying assignments. This
improvement may be even exponential (e.g. if a CNF formula
is composed of independent subformulas.)

Our preliminary experiments with a very simple implemen-
tation show the promise of DDS. At the same time, DDS needs
further study. Here are some directions for future research: a)
decision making heuristics; b) reusing D-sequents; c) efficient
data structures; d) getting information about the structure of
the formula (specified as a sequence of D-sequents to derive).
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APPENDIX

PROOFS OFSECTION II

Proposition 1: Point p is a Z ′-removable boundary point
of a CNF formulaG(Z) iff no point p∗ obtained fromp by
changing values of (some) variables ofZ ′ satisfiesG.

Proof: If part. Let us partitionG into G1 andG2 whereG1

is the set ofZ ′-clauses andG2 is the set of of non-Z ′-clauses.
By definition,p is a Z ′′-boundary point whereZ ′′ ⊆ Z ′. So
p satisfiesG2.

Let C be the clause such that

• Vars(C) = Z \ Z ′,
• C is falsified byp.

ClauseC is implied by G1. Indeed, assume the contrary
i.e. there existsp∗ for which G1(p∗)=1 andC(p∗)=0. Note
that sincep∗ falsifies C, it can be different fromp only in
assignments toZ \ Z ′. Then, there is a pointp∗ obtained by
flipping values ofZ ′ that satisfiesG1. But sincep∗ has the
same assignments to variables ofZ\Z ′ asp, it satisfiesG2 too.
Sop∗ is obtained by flipping assignments ofZ ′ and satisfies
G, which contradicts the assumption of the proposition at
hand. SoC is implied byG1. SinceC satisfies the conditions
of Definition 5,p is aZ ′-removable boundary point.

Only if part. Assume the contrary. That is there is clauseC
satisfying the conditions of Definition 5 and there is a point
p∗ obtained fromp by flipping values of variables ofZ ′ that
satisfiesG. Thenp∗ also satisfies the setG1 of Z ′-clauses of
G. SinceC is implied byG1, thenC is satisfied byp∗ too.

Sincep andp∗ have identical assignments to the variables of
Z \Z ′, thenC is also satisfied byp. However this contradicts
one of the conditions of Definition 5 assumed to be true.

PROOFS OFSECTION III

Lemma 1:Let p′ be a{z}-boundary point of CNF formula
G(Z) wherez ∈ Z. Let p′′ be obtained fromp′ by flipping
the value ofz. Thenp′′ either satisfiesF or it is also a{z}-
boundary point.

Proof: Assume the contrary i.e.p′′ falsifies a clauseC of
G that does not have a variable ofz. (And sop′′ is neither a
satisfying assignment nor a{z}-boundary point ofG.) Since
p′ is different fromp′′ only in the value ofz, it also falsifies
C. Thenp′ is not a{z}-boundary point ofG. Contradiction.

Proposition 2: Let G(Z) be a CNF formula andz be a
monotone variable ofF . (That is clauses ofG contain the
literal of z of only one polarity.) Thenz is redundant inG.

Proof: Let us consider the following two cases.

• G(Z) does not have a{z}-boundary point. Then the
proposition holds.

• G(Z) has a{z}-boundary pointp′. Note that the clauses
of G falsified byp′ have the same literall(z) of variable
z. Let p′′ be the point obtained fromp′ by flipping the
value ofz. According to Lemma 1, one needs to consider
only the following two cases.

– p′′ satisfiesG. Then p′ is not a {z}-removable
boundary point. This implies thatp′ is not a remov-
able boundary point ofG either (see Remark 1). So
the proposition holds.

– p′′ falsifies only the clauses ofG with literal l(z).
(Point p′′ cannot falsify a clause with literall(z).)
ThenG has literals ofz of both polarities andz is
not a monotone variable. Contradiction.

Proposition 3: Let F (X,Y ) be a CNF formula andX ′ be
a subset ofX . Then∃X.F (X,Y ) ≡ ∃(X \X ′).Dis(F,X ′)
iff the variables ofX ′ are redundant inF .

Proof: Denote byX ′′ the setX \X ′ and byF ∗(X ′′, Y ) the
formulaDis(F,X ′).
If part. Assume the contrary i.e. the variables ofX ′ are
redundant but∃X.F (X,Y ) 6≡ ∃X ′′.F ∗(X ′′, Y ). Let y be an
assignment toY such that∃X.F (X,y) 6= ∃X ′′.F ∗(X ′′,y).
One has to consider the following two cases.

• ∃X.F (X,y) = 1, ∃X ′′.F ∗(X ′′,y) = 0. Then there
exists an assignmentx to X such that (x,y) satisfies
F . Since every clause ofF ∗ is in F , formulaF ∗ is also
satisfied by (x′′,y) wherex′′ consists of the assignments
of x to variables ofX ′′. Contradiction.

• ∃X.F (X,y) = 0, ∃X ′′.F ∗(X ′′,y) = 1. Then there
exists an assignmentx′′ to variables ofX ′′ such that
(x′′,y) satisfiesF ∗. Let x be an assignment toX
obtained fromx′′ by arbitrarily assigning variables of
X ′. SinceF (X,y) ≡ 0, point (x,y) falsifies F . Since
F ∗(x,y) = 1 and every clause ofF that is notF ∗ is an
X ′-clause, (x,y) is anX ′∗-boundary point ofF . Since



F (X,y) ≡ 0, (x,y) is removable. Hence the variables of
X ′ are not redundant inF . Contradiction.

Only if part. Assume the contrary i.e.∃X.F (X,Y ) ≡
∃X ′′.F ∗(X ′′, Y ) but the variables ofX ′ are not redundant in
F . Then there is anX ′∗ boundary pointp=(x,y) of F where
X ′∗ ⊆ X ′ that is removable inF . Sincep is a boundary point,
F (p) = 0. Sincep is removable,∃X.F (X,y) = 0. On the
other hand, sincep falsifies onlyX ′-clauses ofF , it satisfies
F ∗. Then the point (x′′,y) obtained fromp by dropping the
assignments toX ′ satisfiesF ∗. Hence∃X ′′.F ∗(X ′′,y) = 1
and so∃X.F (X,y) 6= ∃X ′′.F ∗(X ′′,y). Contradiction.

PROOFS OFSECTION IV

Definition 14: Pointp is called aZ′-unremovable bound-
ary point of G(Z) whereZ ′ ⊆ Z if p is aZ ′′-boundary point
whereZ ′′ ⊆ Z ′ and clauseC of Definition 5 does not exist.
(According to Proposition 1 this means that by flipping values
of variables ofZ ′ in p one can get a point satisfyingG.)

Definition 15: Let G(Z) be a CNF formula andp be an
Z ′-boundary point ofG whereZ ′ ⊆ Z. A point p∗ is called
a Z ′′-neighbor ofp if

• Z ′ ⊆ Z ′′

• p andp∗ are different only in (some) variables ofZ ′′. In
other words,p andp∗ can be obtained from each other
by flipping (some) variables ofZ ′′.

Proposition 4: Let G(Z) be a CNF formula. LetG have
no {z}-removable boundary points. LetC be a clause. Then
the formulaG ∧ C does not have a{z}-removable bound-
ary point if at least one of the following conditions hold:
a) C is implied byG; b) z /∈ Vars(C).

Proof: Let p be a complete assignment to the variables ofG
(a point) andC be a clause satisfying at least one of the two
conditions of the proposition. Assume the contrary i.e. that p
is a {z}-removable boundary point ofG ∧ C.

Let us consider the following four cases.

1) G(p)=0, C(p)=0.

• Suppose thatp is not a{z}-boundary point ofG.
Then it falsifies a clauseC′ of G that is not a{z}-
clause. Thenp is not a{z}-boundary point ofG∧C.
Contradiction.

• Suppose thatp is a {z}-unremovable boundary
point of G. (According to the conditions of the
proposition at hand,G cannot have a{z}-removable
boundary point.) This means that the pointp′ that
is the{z}-neighbor ofp satisfiesG.

– Assume thatC is not a{z}-clause. Thenp is not
a {z}-boundary point ofG ∧ C. Contradiction.

– Assume thatC is implied byG. ThenC(p′)=1
and sop′ satisfiesG ∧C. Thenp is still a {z}-
unremovable boundary point ofG ∧ C. Contra-
diction.

2) G(p)=0, C(p)=1.

• Suppose thatp is not a{z}-boundary point ofG.
Then it falsifies a clauseC′ of G that is not a{z}-
clause. Thenp is not a{z}-boundary point ofG∧C.
Contradiction.

• Suppose thatp is a {z}-unremovable boundary
point of G. This means that the pointp′ that is
the {z}-neighbor ofp satisfiesG.
– Assume thatC is not a {z}-clause. Then

C(p)=C(p′) and soC(p′)=1. Thenp′ satisfies
G∧C and sop is a {z}-unremovable boundary
point of G ∧ C. Contradiction.

– Assume thatC is implied byG and soC(p′)=1.
Hence p′ satisfiesG ∧ C. Then p is a {z}-
unremovable boundary point ofG ∧ C. Contra-
diction.

3) G(p)=1, C(p)=0.
• If C is implied byG, then we immediately get a

contradiction.
• If C is not a{z}-clause, thenp falsifies a non-{z}-

clause ofG ∧ C and sop is not a{z}-boundary
point of G ∧ C. Contradiction.

4) G(p)=1, C(p)=1. Pointp satisfiesG∧C and so cannot
be a{z}-boundary point ofG ∧ C. Contradiction.

Proposition 5: Let G(Z) be a CNF formula. LetG have
no {z}-removable boundary points. LetC be a{z}-clause of
G. Then the formulaG′ = G \ {C} does not have a{z}-
removable boundary point.

Proof: Let p be a complete assignment to the variables of
G (a point). Assume the contrary i.e. thatz ∈ Vars(C) and
p is a {z}-removable boundary point ofG′. Let us consider
the following three cases.

1) G(p)=0, C(p)=0.
• Suppose thatp is not a{z}-boundary point ofG.

Then there is clauseC′ of G that is not a{z}-
clause and that is falsified byp. SinceC′ is different
from C (because the former is not a{z}-clause) it
remains inG′. Hencep is not a{z}-boundary point
of G′. Contradiction.

• Suppose thatp is a {z}-unremovable boundary
point of G. Then its {z}-neighborp′ satisfiesG
and henceG′. Thenp either satisfiesG′ (if C is
the only {z}-clause ofG falsified byp) or p is a
{z}-unremovable boundary point ofG′. In either
case, we have a contradiction.

2) G(p)=0, C(p)=1.
• Suppose thatp is not a {z}-boundary point of

G. Using the same reasoning as above we get a
contradiction.

• Suppose thatp is a {z}-unremovable boundary
point of G. Then its {z}-neighborp′ satisfiesG
and henceG′. LetC′ be a{z}-clause ofG falsified
by p. SinceC′ is different fromC (the latter being
satisfied byp), it is present inG′. Hencep falsifies
G′. Thenp is a {z}-unremovable boundary point
of G′. We have a contradiction.



3) G(p)=1. Then G′(p)=1 too and sop cannot be a
boundary point ofG′. Contradiction.

PROOFS OFSECTION V

SUBSECTION: Formula Replacement in a D-sequent

Proposition 6: Let F+(X,Y ) be a CNF formula obtained
from F (X,Y ) by adding some resolvents of clauses ofF .
Let q be a partial assignment to variables ofX andX ′ ⊆ X .
Then the fact that D-sequent(F,X ′, q) → X ′′ holds implies
that (F+, X ′, q)→ X ′′ holds too. The opposite is not true.

Proof: First, let us prove that if(F,X ′, q) → X ′′ holds,
(F+, X ′, q) → X ′′ holds too. Let us assume the contrary,
i.e. (F,X ′, q)→ X ′′ holds but(F+, X ′, q)→ X ′′ does not.
According to Definition 10, this means that either

A) variables ofX ′ are not redundant inF+
q or

B) variables ofX ′′ are not redundant inDis(F+
q , X ′).

CASE A: The fact that the variables ofX ′ are not redundant
in F+

q means that there is a removableX ′∗-boundary point
p of F+

q whereX ′∗ ⊆ X ′. The fact that the variables ofX ′

are redundant inFq means thatp is not a removableX ′∗-
boundary point ofFq. Let us consider the three reasons for
that.

• p satisfiesFq . Then it also satisfiesF+
q and hence cannot

be a boundary point ofF+
q . Contradiction.

• p is not anX ′∗-boundary point ofFq. That isp falsifies
a non-X ′-clauseC of Fq. SinceF+

q also containsC,
point p cannot be anX ′∗-boundary point ofF+

q either.
Contradiction.

• p is anX ′∗-boundary point ofFq but it is not removable.
This means that one can obtain a pointp∗ satisfyingFq

by flipping the values of variables ofX \Vars(q) in p.
Sincep∗ also satisfiesF+

q , one has to conclude thatp
is not a removable point ofF+

q . Contradiction.

CASE B: The fact that the variables ofX ′′ are not redundant in
Dis(F+

q , X ′) means that there is a removableX ′′∗-boundary
point p of Dis(F+

q , X ′) whereX ′′∗ ⊆ X ′′. The fact that the
variables ofX ′′ are redundant inDis(Fq, X

′) means thatp
is not a removableX ′′∗-boundary point ofDis(Fq, X

′).
Here one can reproduce the reasoning of case A). That is

one can consider the three cases above describing whyp is not
an removableX ′′∗-boundary point ofDis(Fq, X

′) and show
that each case leads to a contradiction for the same reason as
above.

Now we show that if(F+, X ′, q) → X ′′ holds this does
not mean that(F,X ′, q) → X ′′ holds too. LetF (X,Y ) be
a CNF formula whereX = {x}, Y = {y}. Let F consist
of clausesC1,C2 where C1 = x ∨ y and C2 = x ∨ y.
Let F+ be obtained fromF by adding the unit clausey
(that is the resolvent ofC1 and C2). It is not hard to see
that the D-sequent(F+, ∅, ∅) → {x} holds. (The latter does
not have any{x}-boundary points. Hence it cannot have a
removable{x}-boundary point.) At the same time,F has
a removable{x}-boundary pointp=(x=0,y=0). So the D-
sequent(F, ∅, ∅) → {x} does not hold.

SUBSECTION: Resolution of D-sequents

Definition 16: Let F (X,Y ) be a CNF formula and
X ′ ⊆ X . We will say that the variables ofX ′ are locally
redundant in F if every X ′′-boundary pointp of F where
X ′′ ⊆ X ′ is X ′-removable.

Remark 5:We will call the variables of a setX ′ globally
redundant in F (X,Y ) if they are redundant in the sense of
Definition 7. The difference between locally and globally re-
dundant variables is as follows. When testing if variables of X ′

are redundant, in either case one checks if everyX ′′-boundary
point p of F whereX ′′ ⊆ X ′ is removable. The difference
is in the set variables one is allowed to change. In the case
of locally redundant variables (respectively globally redundant
variables) one checks ifp is X ′-removable (respectivelyX-
removable). In other words, in the case of globally variables
one is allowed to change variables that are not inX ′.

Lemma 2: If variables ofX ′ are locally redundant in a CNF
formulaF (X,Y ) they are also globally redundant there. The
opposite is not true.

Proof: See Remark 5.
Lemma 3:Let z be a monotone variable ofG(Z). Then

variablez is locally redundant.
Proof: Let us assume for the sake of clarity that only

positive literals ofz occur in clauses ofG. Let us consider
the following two cases:

• Let G have no any{z}-boundary points. Then the
proposition is vacuously true.

• Let p be a{z}-boundary point. By flipping the value ofz
from 0 to 1, we obtain an assignment satisfyingG. Sop
is not a removable{z}-boundary point and to prove that
it is sufficient to flip the value ofz. Hencez is locally
redundant inG.

Lemma 4:Let F (X,Y ) be a CNF formula andX ′ be a
subset of variables ofX that are globally redundant inF . Let
X ′′ be a non-empty subset ofX ′. Then the variables ofX ′′

are also globally redundant inF .
Proof: Assume the contrary, i.e. the variables ofX ′′ are not

globally redundant inF . Then there is anX ′′∗-boundary point
p whereX ′′∗ ⊆ X ′′ that isX-removable. SinceX ′′∗ is also a
subset ofX ′, the existence of pointp means that the variables
of X ′ are not globally redundant inF . Contradiction.

Remark 6:Note that Lemma 4 is not true for locally
redundant variables. LetF (X,Y ) be a CNF formula andX ′

be a subset of variables ofX that are locally redundant inF .
Let X ′′ be a non-empty subset ofX ′. Then one cannot claim
that the variables ofX ′′ are locally redundant inF . (However
it is true that they are globally redundant inF .)

For the rest of the Appendix we will use only the notion of
globally redundant variables (introduced by Definition 7).

Definition 17: Let X be a set of Boolean variables. LetC
be a clause whereVars(C) ⊆ X . Let Vars(q) be a partial
assignment to variables ofX . Denote byCq the clause that is

• equal to 1 (a tautologous clause) ifC is satisfied byq;



• obtained fromC by removing the literals falsified byq,
if C is not satisfied byq.

Definition 18: Let F (X,Y ) be a CNF formula andq be
a partial assignment to variables ofX . Let X ′ and X ′′ be
subsets ofX . We will say that the variables ofX ′′ are locally
irredundant in Dis(Fq, X

′) if every X ′′∗-boundary point
of Dis(Fq, X

′) where X ′′∗ ⊆ X ′′ that is (X \ Vars(q))-
removable inDis(Fq, X

′) is X-unremovable inF . We will
say that the variables ofX ′′ are redundant in Dis(Fq,X

′)
modulo local irredundancy.

Remark 7:The fact that variables ofX ′′ are locally irre-
dundant inDis(Fq, X

′) means that the latter has anX ′′∗-
boundary pointp whereX ′′∗ ⊆ X ′′ that cannot be turned
into a satisfying assignment in the subspace specified by
q (because the values of variables ofVars(q) cannot be
changed). However,p can be transformed into a satisfying
assignment if variables ofVars(q) are allowed to be changed.
This means thatp can be eliminated only by anX-clause
(implied byF ) but cannot be eliminated by a clause depending
only on variables ofY . Points likep can be ignored.

Lemma 5:Let F (X,Y ) be a CNF formula. Letq1 andq2
be partial assignments to variables ofX that are resolvable on
variablex. Denote byq the partial assignmentRes(q1,q2,x)
(see Definition 11). LetX1 (respectivelyX2) be the subsets of
variables ofX already proved redundant inFq1

(respectively
Fq2

). Let the set of variablesX∗ whereX∗ = X1∩X2 be non-
empty. Then the variables ofX∗ are redundant inFq modulo
local irredundancy.

Proof: Assume that the variables ofX∗ are not redundant in
Fq and then show that this irredundancy is local. According
to Definition 7, irredundancy ofX∗ means that there is an
X ′∗-boundary pointp whereX ′∗ ⊆ X∗ that is (X \Vars(q))-
removable inFq. Sincep is an extension ofq, it is also an
extension ofq1 or q2. Assume for the sake of clarity thatp
is an extension ofq1.

The set of clauses falsified byp in Fq andFq1
is specified

by the set of clauses ofF falsified byp. If a clauseC of F
is satisfied byp, then clauseCq (see Definition 17) is either
• not in Fq (because isC satisfied byq) or
• in Fq and is satisfied byp.

The same applies to the relation between clauseCq1
and CNF

formulaFq1
. Let C be a clause falsified byp. ThenC cannot

be satisfied byq and so the clauseCq is in Fq The same
applies toCq1

andFq1
.

Since p falsifies the same clauses ofF in Fq1
and Fq,

it is an X ′∗-boundary point ofFq1
. Let P be the set of

2|X\Vars(q1)| points obtained fromp by changing assignments
to variables ofX \ Vars(q1). Since the variables ofX∗ are
redundant inFq1

, thenP has to contain a point satisfyingFq1
.

This means that pointp of Fq can be turned into an assignment
satisfyingF if the variables that are inVars(q) \ Vars(q1)
are allowed to change their values. So the irredundancy ofX∗

in Fq can be only local.

Remark 8: In Definition 10 of D-sequent
(F,X ′, q) → X ′′, we did not mention local irredundancy.

However, in the rest of the Appendix we assume that the
variables ofX ′ in Fq and those ofX ′′ in Dis(Fq, X

′) may
have local irredundancy. For the sake of simplicity, we do
not mention this fact with the exception of Lemmas 7 and 8.
In particular, in Lemma 8, we show that D-sequents derived
by DDS impl can only have local irredundancy and so the
latter can be safely ignored.

Remark 9:Checking if a set of variablesX ′, whereX ′ ⊆
(X \ Vars(q)) is irredundant inFq only locally is hard.
For that reasonDDS impl does not perform such a check.
However, one has to introduce the notion of local irredundancy
because the latter may appear when resolving D-sequents (see
Lemma 5). Fortunately, given a D-sequent(F,X ′, q) → X ′′,
one does not need to check if irredundancy of variablesX ′

in Fq or X ′′ in Dis(Fq , X
′) (if any) is local. According to

Lemma 8, this irredundancy is always local. Eventually a D-
sequent(F, ∅, ∅) → X is derived that does not have any
local irredundancy (because the partial assignmentq of this
D-sequent is empty).

Lemma 6:Let F (X,Y ) be a CNF formula andq be a
partial assignment to variables ofX . Let X∗ whereX∗ ⊆ X
be a set of variables redundant inFq. Let setsX ′ and X ′′

form a partition ofX∗ i.e. X∗ = X ′ ∪X ′′ andX ′ ∩X ′′ = ∅.
Then D-sequent(F,X ′, q) → X ′′ holds.

Proof: Assume the contrary i.e. that the D-sequent
(F,X ′, q) → X ′′ does not hold. According to Definition 10,
this means that either
A) variables ofX ′ are not redundant inFq or
B) variables ofX ′′ are not redundant inDis(Fq , X

′).
CASE A: This means that there exists anX ′+-boundary point
p (where X ′+ ⊆ X ′ and q ≤ p) that is removable in
Fq. This implies that the variables ofX ′+ are not a set of
redundant variables. On the other hand, sinceX ′+ ⊆ X ′ and
the variables ofX ′ are redundant, the variables ofX ′+ are
redundant too. Contradiction.

CASE B: This means that there exists anX ′′+-boundary point
p (where X ′′+ ⊆ X ′′ and q ≤ p) that is removable in
Dis(Fq, X

′). Note that pointp is an X∗+-boundary point
of Fq whereX∗+ ⊆ X∗ (becauseFq consists of the clauses
of Dis(Fq , X

′) plus someX ′-clauses). Since the variables of
X∗ are redundant inFq the point p cannot be removable.
Then there is a pointp∗ obtained by flipping the variables
of X \ Vars(q) that satisfiesFq. Point p∗ also satisfies
Dis(Fq, X

′). Hence, the pointp cannot be removable in
Dis(Fq, X

′). Contradiction.

Lemma 7:Let F (X,Y ) be a CNF formula andq be
a partial assignment to variables ofX . Let D-sequent
(F,X ′, q) → X ′′ hold modulo local irredundancy. That is the
variables ofX ′ andX ′′ are redundant inFq andDis(Fq, X

′)
respectively modulo local irredundnacy. Then the variables of
X ′ ∪X ′′ are redundant inFq modulo local iredundancy.

Proof: Denote byX∗ the setX ′∪X ′′. Let p be a removable
X+-boundary point ofFq whereX+ ⊆ X∗. Let us consider
the two possible cases:



• X+ ⊆ X ′ (and so X+ ∩ X ′′ = ∅). Since p is
removable, the variables ofX ′ are irredundant inFq.
Since this irredundancy can only be local one can turn
p into an assignment satisfyingF . This means that the
irredundancy of variablesX∗ in F due to pointp is local.

• X+ 6⊆ X ′ (and soX+ ∩ X ′′ 6= ∅). Then p is an
X ′′+-boundary point ofDis(Fq , X

′) where X ′′+ =
X+ ∩ X ′′. Indeed, for every variablex of X+ there
has to be a clauseC of Fq falsified by p such that
Vars(C) ∩X+ = {x}. Otherwise,x can be removed
from X+, which contradicts the assumption thatp is an
X+-boundary point. This means that for every variable
x of X ′′+ there is a clauseC falsified by p such that
Vars(C) ∩X ′′+ = {x}.

Let P denote the set of all2|X\(Vars(q)∪X′)| points
obtained from p by flipping values of variables of
X \ (Vars(q) ∪X ′). Let us consider the following two
possibilities.

– Every point ofP falsifiesDis(Fq , X
′). This means

that the pointp is a removableX ′′+- boundary
point ofDis(Fq, X

′). Hence the variables ofX ′′ are
irredundant inDis(Fq , X

′). Since this irredundancy
is local, pointp can be turned into an assignment
satisfyingF by changing values of variables ofX .
Hence the irredundancy ofX∗ in F due to pointp
is local.

– A pointd of P satisfiesDis(Fq, X
′). Let us consider

the following two cases.
• d satisfiesFq. This contradicts the fact thatp is a

removableX+-boundary point ofFq. (By flipping
variables ofX \ Vars(q) one can obtain a point
satisfyingFq.)

• d falsifies some clauses ofFq. Since Fq and
Dis(Fq , X

′) are different only inX ′-clauses,d is
an X ′∗-boundary point ofFq whereX ′∗ ⊆ X ′.
Since p is a removableX+-boundary point of
Fq , d is a removableX ′∗-boundary point ofFq.
So the variables ofX ′ are irredundant inFq.
Since this irredundancy is local, the pointd can
be turned into an assignment satisfyingF by
changing the values ofX . Then, the same is true
for point p. So the irredundancy ofX∗ in F due
to pointp is local.

Proposition 7: Let F (X,Y ) be a CNF formula. Let D-
sequentsS1 and S2 be equal to (F,X1, q1) → X ′ and
(F,X2, q2) → X ′ respectively. Letq1 and q2 be resolv-
able on variablex. Denote by q the partial assignment
Res(q1,q2,x) and byX∗ the setX1∩X2. Then, ifS1 andS2

hold, the D-sequentS equal to(F,X∗, q) → X ′ holds too.
Proof: Lemma 7 implies that the variables ofX1 ∪X ′ and

X2 ∪ X ′ are redundant inFq1
and Fq2

respectively. From
Lemma 5, one concludes that the variables of the setX ′′ =
(X1∪X ′)∩(X2∪X ′) are redundant inFq. From Definition 10
it follows thatX1 ∩X ′ = X2 ∩X ′ = ∅. SoX ′′ = X∗ ∪X ′

whereX∗∩X ′ = ∅. Then, from Lemma 6, it follows that the
D-sequent(F,X∗, q) → X ′ holds.

SUBSECTION: Derivation of a D-sequent

Proposition 8: Let F (X,Y ) be a CNF formula andq be a
partial assignment to variables ofX . LetXred be the variables
proved redundant inFq . Let x be the only variable ofX that
is not inVars(q)∪Xred . Let D-sequent(F,Xred , q) → {x}
hold. Then D-sequent(F,X ′

red , g) → {x} holds whereg and
X ′

red are defined as follows. Partial assignmentg to variables
of X satisfies the two conditions below (implying thatg ≤ q):

1) LetC be a{x}-clause ofF that is not inDis(Fq , Xred).
Then either

• g contains an assignment satisfyingC or
• D-sequent (F,X∗

red , g
∗) → {x∗} holds where

g∗ ≤ g, X∗
red ⊂ Xred , x∗ ∈ (Xred ∩ Vars(C)).

2) Let p1 be a point such thatq ≤ p1. Let p1 falsify a
clause ofF with literal x. Let p2 be obtained fromp1

by flipping the value ofx and falsify a clause ofF with
literal x. Then there is a non-{x}-clauseC of F falsified
by p1 andp2 such that(Vars(C) ∩X) ⊆ Vars(g).

The setX ′
red consists of all the variables already proved

redundant inFg. That is every redundant variablex∗ of Xred

with D-sequent(F,X∗
red , g

∗) → {x∗} such thatg∗ ≤ g,
X∗

red ⊂ Xred is in X ′
red .

Proof: Assume the contrary i.e. D-sequent
(F,X ′

red , g) → {x} does not hold, and so variablex
is not redundant inDis(Fg , X

′
red). Hence there is a point

p, g ≤ p that is a removable{x}-boundary point of
Dis(Fg , X

′
red).

Let C be an {x}-clause ofF . Note thatDis(Fg, X
′
red)

cannot contain the clauseCg if the clauseCq is not in
Dis(Fq, Xred). If Cq is not in Dis(Fq , Xred), theng either
satisfiesC or C contains a variable ofXred that is also in
X ′

red (and henceCg contains a redundant variable and so is
not in Dis(Fg , X

′
red)).

So, forp to be an{x}-boundary point ofFg , there has to
be {x}-clausesA andB of F such that

• they are not satisfied byg and do not contain variables of
X ′

red (so the clausesAg andBg are inDis(Fg , X
′
red))

• A is falsified byp andB is falsified by the point obtained
from p by flipping the value ofx.

Let point p1 be obtained fromp by flipping assignments to
the variables ofVars(q) \ Vars(g) that disagree withq. By
constructiong ≤ p1 andq ≤ p1. Letp2 be the point obtained
from p1 by flipping the value ofx. Sincex is not assigned in
q (and hence is not assigned ing), g ≤ p2 andq ≤ p2. Then
Aq andBq are also inFq. As we mentioned aboveA andB
cannot contain variables ofXred (otherwise they could not be
in Fg). SoA andB are also inDis(Fq, Xred).

Note that clauseA is falsified byp1. Assume the contrary,
i.e. thatA is satisfied byp1. Then the fact thatp and p1

are different only in assignments toq and thatp falsifiesA
implies thatq satisfiesA. But then by construction,g has to



satisfyA and we have contradiction. SinceB is also an{x}-
clause asA, one can use the same reasoning to show thatp2

falsifiesB.
Sincep1 andp2 falsify {x}-clausesA andB andp1,p2 ≤

q one can apply Condition 2 of the proposition at hand. That
is there must be a clauseC falsified byp1 andp2 such that
g contains all the assignments ofq that falsify literals ofC.
This means thatC is not satisfied byg. Besides, since due
to Condition 2 every variable ofVars(C)∩X is in Vars(g),
every variable ofCg is in Y . Hence a variable ofCg cannot be
redundant. This means thatCg is in Dis(Fg , X

′
red). Sincep

andp1 have identical assignments to the variables ofY , then
p falsifiesCg too. Sop cannot be an{x}-boundary point of
Dis(Fg , X

′
red). Contradiction.

PROOFS OFSECTION VI

Lemma 8:Let (F,X ′, g) → X ′′ be a D-sequent derived
by DDS impl and q be the partial assignment when this D-
sequent is derived. Let variables ofX ′ be irredundant inFg

or variables ofX ′′ be irredundant inDis(Fg , X
′). Then this

irredundancy is only local. (See Definition 18 and Remarks 8
and 9.)

Proof: We carry out the proof by induction in the number
of D-sequents. The base step is that the statement holds for
an empty set of D-sequents, which is vacuously true. The
inductive step is to show that the fact that the statement holds
for D-sequentsS1, . . . , Sn implies that it is true forSn+1. Let
us consider all possible cases.

• Sn+1 is a D-sequent(F,X ′, g) → {x} for a monotone
variablex of Dis(Fg , X

′) wherex ∈ (X \ (Vars(q) ∪
X ′). Since formulaDis(Fg , X

′) cannot have removable
{x}-boundary points (see Proposition 2), variablex can-
not be irredundant inDis(Fg , X

′). The variables ofX ′

may be irredundant inFg . However, this irredundancy
can be only local. Indeed, using Lemma 7 and the
induction hypothesis one can show that variables proved
redundant forFg according to the relevant D-sequents of
the set{S1, . . . , Sn} are indeed redundant inFg modulo
local irredundancy.

• Sn+1 is a D-sequent(F, ∅, g) → X ′ derived due to
appearance of an empty clauseC in Fg . Hereg is the
minimum subset of assignments ofq falsifying C. In this
case,Fg has no boundary points and hence the setX ′ of
unassigned variables ofFg cannot be irredundant.

• Sn+1 is a D-sequent(F,X ′, g) → {x} derived after
making the only unassigned variablex of Dis(Fq , Xred)
redundant by adding resolvents on variablex. (As usual,
Xred denotes the set of redundant variables already
proved redundant inFq.) In this case, every removable
{x}-boundary point ofDis(Fq, Xred) is eliminated and
so the latter cannot be irredundant inx. Due to Propo-
sition 8, the same applies toDis(Fg , X

′). To show that
irredundancy of variables ofX ′ in Fg can be only local
one can use the same reasoning as in the case whenx is
a monotone variable.

• Sn+1 is obtained by resolving D-sequentsSi and Sj

where 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n and i 6= j. Let Si,Sj and Sn+1

be equal to(F,Xi, qi) → X ′′, (F,Xj , qj) → X ′′ and
(F,X ′, g) → X ′′ respectively whereX ′ = Xi∩Xj and
g is obtained by resolvingqi andqj (see Definition 11).

Let us first show that irredundancy ofX ′′ in Dis(Fg , X
′)

can only be local. Letp be a removableX ′′∗-boundary
point of Dis(Fg , X

′) whereX ′′∗ ⊆ X ′′.
Then eitherqi ≤ p or qj ≤ p. Assume for the sake of
clarity thatqi ≤ p. Consider the following two cases.

– p is not removable inDis(Fqi
, Xi). Then the ir-

redundancy ofX ′′ in Dis(Fg , X
′) due to point

p is local. (A point satisfyingDis(Fqi
, Xi) can

be obtained fromp by changing values of some
variables fromX \ (Xi∪Vars(qi)). The same point
satisfiesDis(Fg , X

′) becauseg ≤ qi andX ′ ⊆ Xi.)
– p is also removable inDis(Fqi

, Xi). This means that
the variables ofX ′ are irredundant inDis(Fqi

, Xi).
By the induction hypothesis, this irredundancy is lo-
cal. Then one can turnp into a satisfying assignment
of F by changing assignments to variables ofX .
Hence the irredundancy ofX ′′ in Dis(Fg , X

′) due
to pointp is also local.

Now, let us show that irredundancy ofX ′ in Fg can only
be local. Letp be a removableX ′∗-boundary point ofFg

whereX ′∗ ⊆ X ′. Again, assume for the sake of clarity
that qi ≤ p. Consider the following two cases.

– p is not removable inFqi
. Then the irredundancy of

X ′ in Fq due to pointp is local. (A point satisfying
Fqi

can be obtained by fromp by changing values of
some variables fromX \Vars(qi). The same point
satisfiesFg becauseg ≤ qi.)

– p is also removable inFqi
. This means that the

variables ofX ′ (and hence the variables ofXi) are
irredundant inFqi

. By the induction hypothesis, this
irredundancy is local. Then one can turnp into a
satisfying assignment ofF by changing assignments
to variables ofX . Hence the irredundancy ofX ′ in
Fq due to pointp is also local.

Remark 10:Note that correctness of the final D-sequent
(F, ∅, ∅) → X modulo local irredundancy implies that the
variables ofX are redundant inF . In this case, there is no
difference between just redundancy and redundancy modulo
local irredundancy becauseq is empty. (So the value of any
variable ofX can be changed when checking if a boundary
point is removable.)

Lemma 9:Let F (X,Y ) be a CNF formula andX =
{x1, . . . , xk}. Let S1, . . . , Sk be D-sequents whereSi is the
D-sequent∅ → {xi}. Assume thatS1 holds for the formula
F , S2 holds for the formulaDis(F, {x1}), . . .,Sk holds for
the formulaDis(F, {x1, . . . , xk−1}). (To simplify the notation
we assume that D-sequentsSi have been derived in the order
they are numbered). Then the variables ofX are redundant in
F (X,Y ).



Proof: SinceS1 holds, due to Proposition 3, the formula
∃X.F is equivalent to∃(X \ {x1}).Dis(F, {x1}). SinceS2

holds forDis(F, {x1}) one can apply Proposition 3 again to
show that∃(X \ {x1}).Dis(F, {x1}) is equivalent to∃(X \
{x1, x2}).Dis(F, {x1, x2}) and hence the latter is equivalent
to ∃X.F . By applying Proposition 3 k−2 more times one
shows that∃X.F is equivalent toDis(F,X). According to
Corollary 1, this means that the variables ofX are redundant
in F (X,Y ).

Proposition 9: DDSimpl is sound and complete.
Proof: First, we show that DDS impl is complete.

DDS impl builds a binary search tree and visits every node
of this tree at most three times (when starting the left branch,
when backtracking to start the right branch, when backtracking
from the right branch). SoDDS impl is complete.

Now we prove thatDDS impl is sound. The idea of the
proof is to show that all D-sequents derived byDDS impl are
correct. By definition,DDS impl eventually derives correct D-
sequents∅ → {x} for every variable ofX . From Lemma 9
it follows that this is equivalent to derivation of the correct
D-sequent∅ → X .

We prove the correctness of D-sequents derived by
DDS impl by induction. The base statement is that the D-
sequents of an empty set are correct (which is vacuously true).
The induction step is that to show that if firstn D-sequents are
correct, then next D-sequentS is correct too. Let us consider
the following alternatives.

• S is a D-sequent built for a monotone variable of
Dis(Fq , Xred). The correctness ofS follows from Propo-
sition 8 and the induction hypothesis (that the D-sequents
derived before are correct).

• S is the D-sequent specified by a locally empty clause.
In this case,S is trivially true.

• S is a D-sequent derived byDDS impl in the BPE
state for variablex after eliminating{x}-removable{x}-
boundary points ofDis(Fq, Xred). The correctness ofS
follows form Proposition 8 and the induction hypothesis.

• S is obtained by resolving two existing D-sequents. The
correctness ofS follows from Proposition 7 and the
induction hypothesis.

PROOFS OFSECTION VII

Definition 19: Let Proof be a resolution proof that a CNF
formulaH is unsatisfiable. LetGproof be the resolution graph
specified byProof. (The sources ofGproof correspond to
clauses ofH . Every non-source node ofGproof corresponds to
a resolvent ofProof. The sink ofGproof is an empty clause.
Every non-source node ofGproof has two incoming edges
connecting this note to the nodes corresponding to the parent
clauses.) We will callProof irredundant , if for every node
of Gproof there is a path leading from this node to the sink.

Lemma 10:Let F (X,Y ) be equal toF1(X1, Y1) ∧ . . . ∧
Fk(Xk, Yk) where (Xi ∪ Yi) ∩ (Xj ∪ Yj) = ∅, i 6= j. Let
F be satisfiable. LetF have no{x}-removable{x}-boundary
points wherex ∈ Xi andProof be a resolution proof of that

fact built by DDS impl. ThenProof does not contain clauses
of Fj ,j 6= i (that is no clause ofFj is used as a parent clause
in a resolution ofProof).

Proof: DDS impl concludes that all{x}-removable{x}-
boundary points have been eliminated if the CNF formulaH
described in Subsection VI-C is unsatisfiable.H consists of
clauses of the current formulaDis(Fq, Xred) and the clauses
of CNF formulaHdir . DDS impl builds an irredundant resolu-
tion proof thatH is unsatisfiable. (MakingProof irredundant
is performed by functionoptimizeof Figure 4.)

Since formulaF is the conjunction of independent subfor-
mulas, clauses ofFi andFj , j 6= i cannot be resolved with
each other. The same applies toresolventsof clauses ofFi

and Fj and to resolvents of clauses ofFi ∧ Hdir and Fj .
(By construction [12],Hdir may have only variables of{x}-
clauses ofF and some new variables i.e. ones that are not
present inF . Sincex ∈ Xi, this means that the variables of
Hdir can only overlap with those ofFi.) Therefore, an irredun-
dant proof of unsatisfiability ofH has to contain only clauses
of either formulaFj , j 6= i or formulaFi ∧ Hdir . Formula
F is satisfiable, hence every subformulaFj , j = 1, . . . , k is
satisfiable too. So, a proof cannot consists solely of clauses
of Fj ,j 6= i. This means thatProof employs only clauses of
Fi ∧Hdir (and their resolvents).

Proposition 10: DDSimpl is compositional regardless of
how branching variables are chosen.

Proof: The main idea of the proof is to show that every D-
sequent generated byDDS impl has the formg → X ′ where
Vars(g) ⊆ Xi andX ′ ⊆ X . We will call such a D-sequent
limited to Fi. Let us carry on the proof by induction. Assume
that the D-sequents generated so far are limited toFi and show
that this holds for the next D-sequentS. Since one cannot
resolve clauses ofFi andFj , i 6= j, if S is specified by a
clause that is locally empty,S is limited toFi.

Let S be a D-sequent generated for a monotone variable
x ∈ Xi. According to Remark 4, only Condition 1 contributes
to formingg. In this case,Vars(g) consists of

1) variables of{x}-clauses ofF and
2) variables ofVars(g∗) of D-sequentsg∗ → {x∗} show-

ing redundancy of variablesx∗ of {x}-clauses ofF .
Every{x}-clause ofF is either a clause of the original formula
Fi or its resolvent. So the variables that are ing due to the
first condition above are inXi. By the induction hypothesis,
the variables ofVars(g∗) are also inXi.

Let S be obtained after eliminating{x}-removable{x}-
boundary points wherex ∈ Xi (see Subsection VI-C). Denote
by g1 andg2 the two parts ofg specified by Condition 1 and 2
of Proposition 8. (Assignmentg is the union of assignments
g1 andg2.) The variables ofVars(g1) are inX1 for the same
reasons as in the case of monotone variables.

To generateg2, DDS impl uses proofProof that formula
H built from clauses ofF andHdir (see Subsection VI-C)
is unsatisfiable. As we showed in Lemma 10,Proof employs
only clauses ofFi ∧ Hdir and their resolvents. Only clauses
of formula F are taken into account when formingg2 in



Proposition 8 (i.e. clauses ofHdir do not affectg2). Since
the only clauses ofF used in Proof are those ofFi, then
Vars(g2) ⊆ Xi.

Finally, if S is obtained by resolving two D-sequents limited
to Fi, it is also limited toFi (see Definition 12).
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